
Influenced by minimalism art, Ghost Chandelier is 
all about combining light and sculptures into grap-
hic lighting design. Ghost is characterized by an illu-
minating white acrylic tube, running in different dire-
ctions to create an organic system of ambient light.

Based on a hand sketch, the design adds a graphic 
and artistic atmosphere to the space. It attracts the 
eyes attention with its constantly changing appea-
rance, forming different patterns and shapes accor-
ding to the viewpoint. Ghost instantly becomes a 
statement piece in any kind of interior.

Ghost Chandelier comes in two sizes and has an in-
build LED light source with a warm colour nuance. 
Details of bronze metal fittings adds the last touch 
to the minimalistic design. The chandelier is carried 
by four stainless steel wires, adjustable to the desi-
red room height. 

Designed by Kristian Sofus Hansen & Tommy 
Hyldahl.

Product no: 233011

Type: Chandelier
Designer / Year of design: 
Kristian Sofus Hansen & Tommy Hyldahl, 2022

Colour / Material: 
Bronze metal  / White acrylic tubes
Cable: Fabric covered cable / Black

Dimensions: 
L156 / W82 / H52 CM
Cable 1: 15 - 85 CM / Cable 2: 200 CM 

Country of origin: CN
Product weight: 3,69 Kgs

Packaging:
Dimensions: L119 / W84 / H28 CM
Total weight incl. product: 9,67 Kgs
Number of parcels: 1
Material: Brown cardboard

Light source:
Inbuilt LED light 
LED bulbs cannot be changed or replaced
Burning hours: 25,000 hours 
IP rating: 20 Max Watt: 25
Kelvin: 2400 Lumen: 2059

Please note that the lamp has an inbuild dimmable driver.
For the dimmer to function correctly a dimmable system or switch is required. 
Without a dimmable system, the lamp turns on and off. 

Care instructions:
Use a soft dry cloth to clean the product. 
Do not use household cleaners.

Suitable for rooms with a height of 230-320 CM.
Certificates: CE, UKCA, LVD, EMC
Does not comply with US Standards.
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